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State of Nature: what is it?

A single authoritative statement on the state 

of nature, in order to:

 Provide a clear, unified message on the state of 

the UK’s nature

 To promote the activities of partners to monitor 

and conserve nature



State of Nature: what is it?

Objective, not subjective:

 Based on best available data & expertise

 Focus on species

 Covering all taxonomic groups

 Containing cross-cutting themes 

 Not campaigning in tone

 Country-relevant









Improving the models

Outhwaite et al (in revision) Ecological Indicators
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• Sampling is biased in time and space

• Detectability is imperfect and uneven

• Effort is unknown

Leptotorax acervorum



SoN 2013: what did it tell us?

‘We have quantitative assessments of the population 
or distribution trends of 3,148 species. Of these, 60% of 

species have declined over the last 50 years and 31% 
have declined strongly.’

Species trends



SoN 2013: what did it tell us?



Watchlist Indicator

SoN 2013: what did it tell us?

‘A new Watchlist Indicator has been developed to 
measure how conservation priority species are faring, 
based on 155 species for which we have suitable data. 
This group contains many of our most threatened and 
vulnerable species, and the indicator shows that their 
overall numbers have declined by 77% in the last 40 

years, with little sign of recovery.’



• The indicator starts at 100; a rise to 200 would show that, on average, the populations of 
indicator species have doubled, whereas if it dropped to 50 they would have halved. 

• Dotted lines show the 95% confidence limits, which were generated by bootstrapping the 
species level trends.

SoN 2013: what did it tell us?



National Red Lists

SoN 2013: what did it tell us?

‘Of more than 6,000 species that have been assessed 
using modern Red List criteria, more than one in ten 

are thought to be under threat of extinction in the UK. 
A further 885 species are listed as threatened using 

older Red List criteria or alternative methods to classify 
threat.’



SoN 2013: what did it tell us?





SoN 2013: key messages

• A single voice
• Nature is amazing
• Pressures upon nature
• Loss of nature
• We can turn it around
• Power of partnership
• Value of volunteers

Burns et al (2013) The state of nature







‘Between 1970 and 2013, 56% of species declined, with 40% showing strong or 
moderate declines. 44% of species increased, with 29% showing strong or 
moderate increases. Between 2002 and 2013, 53% of species declined and 

47% increased.’

‘These measures were based on quantitative trends for almost 4,000 
terrestrial and freshwater species in the UK.’

SoN 2016: what does it tell us?

Species trends



SoN 2016: what does it tell us?



‘An index of species’ status, based on abundance and occupancy data, has 
fallen by 16% since 1970. Between 2002 and 2013, the index fell by 3%.’

‘There was no significant difference in the rate of change between the long 
and short term.’

‘This is based on data for 2,501 terrestrial and freshwater species in the UK.’

SoN 2016: what does it tell us?

More species trends



SoN 2016: what does it tell us?





‘An index describing the abundance of species of special conservation concern 
in the UK has fallen by 67% since 1970, and by 12% between 2002 and 2013.’ 

‘The measure based on occupancy has fallen by 35% since 1970, and by 6% 
between 2002 and 2013.’

‘These are based on trend information for 213 (abundance) and 111 
(occupancy) priority species.’

SoN 2016: what does it tell us?



SoN 2016: what does it tell us?







‘Of the nearly 8,000 species assessed using modern Red List criteria, 15% are 
extinct (2%) or threatened with extinction (13%) from Great Britain.’

SoN 2016: what does it tell us?

National Red Lists



SoN 2016: what does it tell us?





Burns et al (2016) PLoS ONE 11: e0151595

Why is nature changing in the UK?
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Why is nature changing in the UK?





Burns et al (2016) PLoS ONE 11: e0151595

Why is nature changing in the UK?











Newbold et al (2016) Science 353: 288-291





SoN 2016: key messages

• A single voice
• Nature is amazing
• Pressures upon nature
• Loss of nature
• We can turn it around
• Power of partnership
• Value of volunteers

Hayhow et al (2016) The state of nature 2016





SoN 2019: what will it tell us?

• Better metrics
• More understanding
• New ways of framing
• New ways of communicating

More species

Less bias

Spatial 
resolution

Understand-
ing habitats



0 20 40 60 80 100

Population change ~7% of 
species = 3816

National Red List  ~ 15% of 
species = 7966 

the known knowns and the known unknowns

= Information available to the State of Nature 

Species bias – does SoN scratch the surface?







Taxonomic coverage of species - categorical change
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Plants

Taxonomic coverage of the population index
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Correcting for taxonomic bias (up- & down-weighting)
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species weighted equally



Taxonomic coverage of red list assessments

54 32 9 4

44 23 33
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Taxonomic coverage of plant red list

30 15 6 47

57 29 11
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Flowering plants
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SoN 2019: what will it tell us?

• Better metrics
• More understanding
• New ways of framing
• New ways of communicating

Current 
drivers

Influence of 
those drivers

TraitsMeasuring 
the response



SoN 2019: what will it tell us?

• Better metrics
• More understanding
• New ways of framing
• New ways of communicating Targets

Conservation 
progress

Defining 
success



SoN 2019: what will it tell us?

• Better metrics
• More understanding
• New ways of framing
• New ways of communicating

Multiple 
audiences

Different 
products?











Maintaining & 
increasing skills



Make the most of 
technological 
developments 



Maximising data 
collection



Influencing recorder 
behaviour



Engaging & recruiting
future generations 



Engaging & recruiting
future generations 







From Source to Resource

Dr Scott Shanks

Conservation Officer

Buglife Scotland

Wildlife Recording – The Key to Conservation



scott.shanks@buglife.org.uk       
@buzz_dont_tweet

Wildlife Recording- The Key to Conservation 
Dr Scott Shanks



Biological Recording 

• Long history of Biological Recording in the UK

• - originally fairly elitist and male-dominated!

• New technology has helped it become hugely 

popular!  UK has best studied wildlife in the world!

• Biological Recording is for everyone!



Assessing Local Conservation Actions

• Monitoring can help assess impact of management 

e.g. Butterfly Transects 

Circular transect at Mabie Forest, D&G



Assessing Local Conservation Actions

Circular transect at Mabie Forest, D&G

Species declines (Small Tortoiseshell) 
and arrival of migrant species (Painted Lady)

Change in Path management:

– Controlling nettles



Distribution Atlases  

• National and local Atlases focus effort and provide a 
basis for periodic review of the distribution of species 
within a taxonomic group. 

• Rapid changing species ie. Butterflies every 5 years

• Printed atlases cover >10,000 species in UK



Red Listing and Indicators

• Records can be used to identify trends in distribution, 
abundance and key indicator species and groups. 

Provisional extinction risk assessment of 
1026 species using biological records. 



Monitoring Climate Change

• Biological records essential to document and understand 
the impacts of climate change on biodiversity. 

• High quality data has enabled the UK to be at the 
forefront of climate change research. . 

Northward range shift across different biological taxa (km)



Monitoring Invasive Species

• Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) identified as main 
drivers of biodiversity loss

• INNS cost the British economies an estimated £1.7 
billion each year.

Dramatic increase in establishment of new non-native species



Monitoring Air & Water Quality

• Despite improvements in air quality in recent decades, 
data indicates nitrogenous pollutants from agriculture, 
industry and transport are still negatively impacting 
biodiversity. 

Loss of plant species richness

Loss of species associated with low fertility habitats 

Loss of arable species associated with switch to pasture 



New Recording Technology

• Digital Photography, handheld GPS devices, Online 
guides, High-profile surveys, mobile phone apps



Forth Nature Counts Project

Aims:
• Promote Biological Recording in Inner Forth

• Generate as many verified records as 

possible 

• Ensure records end up in the public domain 

to aid nature conservation throughout the 

Inner Forth.

Success: 13,508 records of 1,531 species!
From Wild flowers to Jellyfish!



From Source to Resource

Natalie Harmsworth

Ecologist

The Wildlife Information Centre

Record Verification: A Key Step in the Data 

Flow Pathway



Verification: 
A Key step in the data flow pathway

Natalie Harmsworth

The Wildlife Information Centre 



What is it?

Assessing the correctness of a biological record

Image: NBN Trust, https://nbn.org.uk/record-share-explore-data/



Why needed? An email from a recorder…

Dear natalie

i saw a raccoon? a cat-sized creature with 
horizontally striped black and white tail but longer 
legs than a cat. moving like a raccoon according to 
youtube videos i saw later. its face was in shadow in 
the trees at location grounds of astley ainsley
hospital site at about 12 noon 14.9.16.  so surprised i
didnt think of photo[graphing] it.

thank you

Image: http://mexicoandcentralamerica.wikispaces.com/Raccoon licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 3.0 License



Why important?

Biological 
records

“Collect once, use many times”

Imgaes: Pond creation: http://www.restoringthelandscape.com/2012/01/design-and-construction-of-thriving.html Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0); Barn conversion: 

http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/4801528 © Copyright Colin Grice Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic (CC BY-SA 2.0) license; Bryophytes Atlas: http://www.summerfieldbooks.com/asps/resources/big/4394-1.jpg



Who and how?

• Experts assess the correctness of 
records and assign them a 
verification status

• Automated checks

Sherlock Holmes played by Benedict Cumberbatch in BBC's Sherlock. Image source: http://fav.me/d4r1aif licensed 

under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 License.



Automated checks (NBN Record Cleaner)

“Grid is outside known modern range of Salticus scenicus” 
(Zebra Spider)

“Identification only accepted from known recorders or else 
needs confirmation from vice-county recorder”

It does not mean your record is incorrect!Photo (c) Chris Cathrine



Verification is a balancing act!

Ease of ID

Experience of 
recorder

Known range

Locality or habitat Supporting evidence

Time of year

Flight period

Image by 百楽兎 (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons



“If in doubt leave it out!”

Image by https://leadershipfreak.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/question-marks.jpg licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) license



Thank you for listening!

Natalie Harmsworth
natalie@wildlifeinformation.co.uk

mailto:natalie@wildlifeinformation.co.uk
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Micro Moths: 
An Under-Recording Problem.

TCV Natural Talent Trainee – Peatlands and Micro Moths, 
Butterfly Conservation.

Ross McIlwrath
@ Melissa Shaw

http://www.tcv.org.uk/
http://esmeefairbairn.org.uk/


Around 2500 species of moth in the UK. Over 1500 of them are Micros!

Micros are incredible diverse in their shape, size and ecology. 
Some species are larger than you’d think!

@Mark Parsons
@Mark Parsons

@ Mo Ricahrds

@John Knowler

Micro Moths!



@ Adrian Breeman
@ Julie Stoneman

Macro Maps: The Emperor Moth.



Macro Maps: The Emperor Moth.



Macro Maps: The Emperor Moth.



@Mark Parsons

Micro Maps



Prolita sexpunctella – p Nationally Scarce B

Micro Maps



Micro Maps



Micro Maps



Caryocolum blandelloides- pRDB1

@ Stephen Palmer @Stephen Palmer

Micro Maps



Micro Maps



Micro Maps



Upcoming Moth Atlas

• Next year the Macro moth UK Atlas will be published.

• A huge effort from volunteers over many years to get data accurate to 10 km 
squares.

• Micros moths were included into the scheme in 2016!

• Micros are still very under-recorded. Many are only historical records.

• I’ve had 5 New VC records verified and possibly up to 10 more to be verified!

• Need more micro moth data to produce a useful atlas. 



Thank you for listening!

Questions?

Workshops - Micro moths for beginners:

• Edinburgh Museum Collections, 13th March.
• Glasgow Museum Resource Centre, 22nd March.
• Stirling, Balallan House, 20th March.
• Inverness: FULLY BOOKED.

Follow me on twitter 
@rossmcil

TCV Natural Talent Blog. 

http://www.tcv.org.uk/
http://esmeefairbairn.org.uk/


From Source to Resource

Ellen Wilson

Head of Conservation Data 

RSPB

Scottish Biodiversity Information Forum 

Review Update



The SBIF Review of the Biological Recording 
Infrastructure in Scotland
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SBIF Review Working Group:
Ellen Wilson, Christine Johnston, Lindsay Bamforth, 

Colin McLeod, Rachel Stroud, Liz Edwards

Scottish Biodiversity Information Forum
10th February 2018

1/24



Infrastructure…

Curate

Aggregate

Quality AssureRecord & 
Collect

Analyse

Use

The systems, processes and coordination facilitating 
biological records being collected, shared and used...

You and Me

National 
and Local 

Government

NGOs

Academia
and education

Commercials

The Public
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Overview

1. Why this Review is needed

2. How the Review is being done

3. Early findings

4. Early implications

5. Expected benefits

6. Next steps

3/24



Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish 
Government to establish integrated local and national structures 

for collecting, analysing and sharing biological data to inform 
decision making processes to benefit biodiversity

09/01/2009

4/24



The Scottish Government, SNH 
and others should establish a Scottish Environmental 

Information Forum (SEIF)…  

SEIF should review the role, funding and coverage of LRCs 
and other local options for biological data management 
across Scotland as part of the process to ensure that the 

necessary structures are in place to collect and disseminate 
biological information across Scotland

14/12/2010

5/24



Why a Review is needed

• Petition for an effective infrastructure

• Many sectors and stakeholders 

• Diverse needs, six key issues
1. lack of certainty, direction and action on localising/nationalising/centralising services
2. lack of alignment/degree of challenge between and within sectors
3. Open Data principles challenge funding models
4. complexity/low resilience/funding challenges
5. patchy provision or duplication of services
6. lack of easy access to all data

• Things could be much better

• Nature is under threat

• Time to be bold

05/09/2016
6/24



How the Review is being done

Literature Review

Interviews with key stakeholders

Public Questionnaire

X-Sector Workshops

Business case 

✔

✔

✔

✔

In Progress

7/24



Literature review

8/24



1975: The present financial situation and attitudes to biology in Scotland is not encouraging. We must plan for a brighter future… 

This is a time of change - the very time to press a case and win it.  The needs of the planners and the conservationists should be 
carefully analysed; the currently diverse and uncoordinated network of data banks should be unified and improved to cope with the 
increasing amount of biological information.

1988: A considerable amount of the information is not easily available, and so is not used by those who require it. lf the nation is 

to profit from its reservoir of recording talent and have the ability to make planning and conservation decisions from a firm base, 
there must be a commitment to invest in the setting-up of an efficient network… A coordinated national recording network could 
operate at less or the same total costs at present spent on recording by a multiplicity of bodies. The proposed network could be 
self-financing if it could channel the information currently commissioned from a wide variety of people...  A continuing supervisory 
body should be established to oversee local records centres.

1995: If a re-organisation for improved coordination and accuracy of biological recording is to be implemented the options 

necessary to support a business case must be expressed clearly, the necessity for change being spelt out rationally; defined in 
specific policies, after the potential roles of participants have been clarified and agreed by the recording community, <in a way> 
which can be readily understood by the public. Clear and far-sighted, authoritative leadership will be essential.

2016: LOCAL AUTHORITIES SHOULD PURSUE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SHARED SERVICES.  Radical solutions need to be realised.  

Shared services would be particularly helpful in specialist areas where it is unrealistic to expect all local authorities to maintain a high 
level of expertise in-house.

9/24



Interview Questions

1. What roles and responsibilities do you have? 

2. What are your current ways of working?

3. What issues or problems do you have with these? 

4. What is your vision of the future: what are you trying to achieve and what is 
needed to support this? 

10/24



Interview Rich Pictures
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Interview Rich Pictures

12/24



Interview Rich Pictures
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from England

Questionnaire findings
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Training, LERC services, national schemes and online recording working well;
access to resources, access to data, data submission and verification working less well…

15/24



Services

Governance Funding

Data Flows

16/24



4 regional hubs (Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness?), 
1 national hub (Stirling?), 1 central hub (UK): £3.07m Scotland, £12.75m UK

REALISE

1. We must work together to remove competition for 
funds and share costs. 

2. The level of investment must be sufficient to make 
change worthwhile.

3. Subscription model or beneficiary of environmental 
taxation. 

REGIONALISE

1. Regional rather than local services.

2. Online access to all services.

3. Automated planning screening.

4. Support needed for local data curation.

Services

Governance Funding

Data Flows

CENTRALISE

1. Definitive, centralised data flows.

2. Auto-verification and early aggregation.

3. Automated social media harvesting.

4. Improved feedback to recorders.

REVOLUTIONISE

1. We collectively believe in our vision.

2. New organisation to provide governance.

3. Huge value of Super Partners.

4. Revolution needed (evolution insufficient).

17/24



£5.5m
Commercial & Corporates

£5.5m
Local & National 

Government

£1.5m
Academia

£0.25m
Trusts &

NGOs

<£0.1m
Individuals

£12.75m
UK annual 

cost

Scotland 
24.1% 
£3.07m

Scotland 
24.1% 
£1.33m

Scotland 
24.1% 
£1.33m

Scotland 
24.1% 
£0.241m

Scotland 
24.1% 
£60.3k

Scotland 
24.1% 
£24.1k

Scotland 
25% 
£0.470m

£1.95m
UK Super 

Partners**

£2.11m
UK Central Hub

Scotland 
25% 
£0.528m

Scotland 
25% 
£0.58M

Our Proposed 
Funding Model

Scotland 
25% 
£1.39M

£0.79m
Scottish 
National 

Hub

£1.27m
Scottish 

Regional Hubs 
and recorder 

networks

£6.63m
National and Regional Hubs 

and recorder networks in 
the rest of 

the UK

SUPER PARTNER SERVICES National Schemes
Museum/Garden Collections
State of Nature
Invasive Non-Native Species

TECHNICAL & SUPPORT SERVICES
Central management/admin
Financial, legal, PR, IT, GDPR
PR, Comms and Events
Accreditation and standards
UKSI services
Partner development/support
Portal and product development
IT platform and data warehouse
Social media harvesting
Fundraising
Data aggregation
Subscriber liaison

NATIONAL SERVICES
National management/admin
National product ownership
Automated planning screening
GIS analysis/support
Education/outreach
Species list curation
Gap analysis
Composite layer creation
Bespoke reporting
Voucher specimen management
Fast track digitisation/verification
Data product development
Specialist/advanced taxon training

REGIONAL SERVICES
Regional management/admin
Enhanced data reports
Expert planning screening
Expert interpretation
Equipment loan
Entry level training
Public engagement
Local recorder engagement and support

Revenue Stream and Funding 
Mechanism

Area of 
spend

Figures are based on the original ‘Full Monty’ workshop model and will be subject to 
change as further planning is undertaken and as the needs of the infrastructure evolve and 
mature. Although the proportion of investment sought per revenue stream is 
suggested here, this is an arbitrary value with commercial 
and public funding thought likely to provide the most 
revenue and NGOs and individuals the least (excluding
in kind contributions).  As an alternative option, 
tax benefits (from landfill and/or climate change
taxes) potentially could cover the whole cost.

Investment 
Level

Assumptions: 
1 Central UK Hub
4 Regional Hubs + 1 National Hub in Scotland
4 Regional Hubs + 2/3* National Hub in Wales
11 Regional Hubs and 1 National Hub in England
1 Regional Hub + 1/3* National Hub in Northern Ireland

* Costings assume that Northern Ireland and Wales’ National Hubs 
may be smaller than those in England and Scotland. With 25% of all Central and Super Partner 
costs, 33.3% of all National costs and 20% of all Regional costs, the Scottish proportion of the 
overall cost is 24.1% (with the NI proportion being 7.7%, Wales 22.0% and England 46.2%).

** UK Super Partner spend is additional 
rather than existing spend, whereas central, 
national and regional spend would replace
any existing spend. 

18/24



Hypothecation musings
• 2% principle for ease of administration

• 2% of environmental taxation goes to biodiversity causes

• An ‘Optimised Proportion’ funds national biodiversity infrastructure

• Remainder funds community and conservation projects associated with:
i. National schemes
ii. Non-native species monitoring and interventions
iii. State of nature monitoring and conservation
iv. Museums and collections

• Massive public engagement in support of the infrastructure and biodiversity (and 
health)

• Excellence in monitoring biodiversity and impacts of actions

• Fully open data

• Highly-informed ‘community fund administrator’ able to best target biodiversity 
funding

19/24



Early implications

1. Fundamental change: one infrastructure, one team 

2. Significant synergies from pooled resources

3. Definitive, agreed, championed data flows for everything

4. No local aggregation of biodiversity data 

5. Automation removes the need for some manual tasks

6. Change in nature of relationships when data are open

7. Strong support for super partners, join-up with museums

8. Effort necessary to attract and retain subscribers; not open

9. Sufficient central funding could achieve fully open data

20/24



Potential benefits

 Recognition of volunteers and NBI being a ‘public good’

 Substantial funding for the infrastructure

 Substantial support for Recorders and Verifiers

 Greater efficiency and greater insight from Open Data

 Clarity and consistency for data flow and services

 Access to academic and commercial data

 More taxonomic skill, more recording, better decisions

 Scotland being demonstrably effective and can-do

 Well-being improvements for everyone involved

 Better outcomes for wildlife in Scotland

21/24



1. For the overall change desired (funding/staffing/extent)

2. For an effective transition (governance/sequence/recruitment)

3. For the level of return on investment (high/ medium/low)

• To articulate the level of investment required and the level of value expected in return

• Placing a value on the benefits so that the costs are justified

Potential business case options

01/04/2018 (hopefully)
22/24



Next steps

Review      Phase

• Review of the 
changes needed

• Business case for our 
recommended 
options

Advocacy  Phase

• Priming of Scottish 
Government

• Decision by Scottish 
Government

Implementation 
Phase

• Central systems and 
governance

• National and regional 
services and support

23/24



Questions welcome
Small pearl-bordered fritillary, Glen Affric

© Steve Knell

@sb_info_forum

Monthly highlight reports and all Review outputs are available online:

https://nbn.org.uk/about-us/where-we-are/in-scotland/the-sbif-review/

Email Christine: c.johnston@nbn.org.uk or Ellen: ellen.wilson@rspb.org.uk 24/24
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